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CEO’s Foreword

On the 25th of March 2021, one day before Nodeseed’s presale, I 
anxiously thought to myself: “How will the market react – will NDS 
tokens be $10 at launch? That’s a market cap of $250,000 and a $1 
million fully diluted valuation… we haven’t even secured our first 
investment.” I was and am completely confident in the NodeSeeds 
team. However, an unknown future is both exciting and terrifying.  

How misplaced my worries were. On the 26th of 
March, Nodeseeds raised 120 ETH in less than a 
minute on Bounce.Finance. We used half of the 
proceeds to lock NDS tokens with ETH in the 
Uniswap pool, creating ample liquidity for our 
investors. We have begun allocating the remaining 
60 ETH towards investments in promising DeFi 
projects. On the 27th of March, we secured our 
first investment in Blockbank. 

 One month later and we are both astonished and 
humbled by the growth of Nodeseeds. We’ve 
secured six outstanding investments at equally 
outs tanding pr ices: B lockbank, B-cube, 
Smartswap, Occam, NFTFY, and Trustpad. 
Furthermore, the NDS token reached an all-time high price of $347 
(almost 35x from presale)! At the time of writing, the price of NDS has 
stabilized at around $170 – well above my worried $10 price target. 
Despite the network congestion and high fees on the Ethereum 
network, NDS tokens have seen massive trade volume since launch, 
achieving millions of dollars in daily volume on Uniswap.  

Thank you. Our community has been instrumental in the success of 
Nodeseeds. Over 10% of our investors have taken part in the liquidity 
mining program. In only five weeks, we have distributed over $300,000 
worth of NDS tokens to the liquidity providers who added liquidity to 
the NDS-ETH pair on Uniswap. Our liquidity mining APY started at 
500% and has shrunk to around 275%.  

Additionally, many Nodeseeders have sent the team 
dozens of projects to review for potential investment. 
The majority of our investments have resulted from 
referrals from community members. The referral 
campaign only accelerated this trend – keep up the 
amazing work, everyone! Your passion and dedication 
are integral to our shared success, and we are grateful 
for your support.  

Truly, this month has been amazing in terms of growth – 
it exceeded our wildest expectations. While we have 
announced six secured investments, know that there 
are many more deals that we have secured for May and 
beyond. But chut... C’est un secret!  

The entire Nodeseeds team would like to sincerely thank you once 
again for your continued support. We are still in the project’s infancy. 
Nodeseeds has officially added two new team members, reflected in 
our growing reach and the high-quality documentation that we 
provide. Please read on to discover the first-ever Nodeseeds’ 
investment report, and feel free to reach out and give us your 
feedback! Our Telegram, Twitter, and other relevant links can be found 
at the bottom of this document.  
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To conclude, Nodeseeds is making waves in the physical world as 
well. Take a look at private group member @Tav’s confidence in 
Nodeseeds!
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Price Action

2. Global Market Commentary

April was a very exciting month for the crypto markets. Bitcoin hit a 
new all-time high of just above $63,000 during the middle of the 
month. However, this achievement resulted in a plunge of over 25% 
over the following days. The world’s largest crypto regained its 
bearings during the last week of the month and is now slowly inching 
its way back towards the $60,000 range.  

Ethereum fared well during the 
unexpected April crash. Its 
price fell from $2600 but never 
b r o k e b e l o w $ 2 0 0 0 , 
demonstrat ing a growing 
resiliency in that range. While 
some altcoins felt the impact of 

the correction more intensely than others, the overall upward trend 
remains firmly intact. Analysts agree that such pullbacks are very 
healthy and set the stage for the next leg of a bull market.  

Quantitative analysis backs up these analyst’s claims. Bitcoin’s 
Relative Strength Index (RSI) fell to the lowest levels since March 
2020, demonstrating a massive appetite for cheaper Bitcoin. The Fear 
and Greed Index similarly showed positive sentiment, reaching levels 
not seen since April 2020.  

Despite these indicators, Bitcoin’s recovery was surprisingly swift. With 
such a powerful turnaround, there is a strong case for a continued 
bullish trend. Over $240 million worth of Bitcoin shorts were liquidated 
during the last week of the month. Traders are signaling that the 
current bull market is alive and well.

Tech
The largest proposed Bitcoin network upgrade in years took a positive 
step this month with a successful code merge of the Taproot software. 
The Taproot upgrade seeks to add Schnorr signatures to Bitcoin, 
allowing for more privacy and scalability in complex transactions. 
Taproot’s approach, known as Speedy Trial, seeks a compromise 
between network miners and node operators.  

Now begins a three-month trial window, during which enough network 
participants must signal approval for the Taproot proposal. If 

successful, the proposal will automatically activate during November 
of this year. The proposal is considered rejected and will not activate 
should an insufficient number of miners adopt the software.  

Ethereum has officially launched its Berlin Upgrade, which includes 
four specific components in the form of Ethereum Improvement 
Proposals (EIPs). EIP 2565 lowers gas costs for most transactions on 
the network (something that has every user breathing a small sigh of 
relief), while EIP 2929 increases gas fees for certain types of 

https://www.coindesk.com/taproot-speedy-trial-code-merged-into-bitcoin-core
https://www.coindesk.com/taproot-speedy-trial-code-merged-into-bitcoin-core
https://cointelegraph.com/news/pros-say-bitcoin-s-very-healthy-correction-builds-ground-for-more-stable-growth
https://cointelegraph.com/news/pros-say-bitcoin-s-very-healthy-correction-builds-ground-for-more-stable-growth
https://cryptopotato.com/rsi-bitcoin-oversold-lows-2020/
https://u.today/cryptocurrency-market-succumbs-to-fear-after-massive-plunge
https://u.today/cryptocurrency-market-succumbs-to-fear-after-massive-plunge
https://www.coindesk.com/berlin-hard-fork-is-now-live-on-ethereum
https://decrypt.co/68887/bitcoin-falls-below-50000-a-price-correction-or-a-result-of-bidens-tax-proposal
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transactions. This process should help prevent network spamming 
while improving the overall user experience of the Ethereum network. 

EIP 2718 adds a new transaction type but isn’t the star of the show. 
EIP 1559 takes that role and, upon its activation in July, will serve to 

reduce fees in the network further. Known as the London fork of the 
Ethereum network, EIP 1559 changes the process that determines 
transaction prices and should ensure that users pay the lowest bid for 
a given block. The Berlin Upgrade is another crucial step on the road 
towards a fully functional Ethereum 2.0 network.

News
The underdog of the crypto industry is making significant strides. 
Skyrocketing global recognition and price have defined 2021 for 
Dogecoin, with celebrities and news outlets fanning the flames. The 
strength of the meme is only 
increasing – online electronic 
dealer Newegg announced 
support for Dogecoin earlier 
this month. The data suggest 
that Dogecoin might grow into 
a d i g i t a l c u r r e n c y t o 
complement Bitcoin’s store of 
v a l u e . B i t P a y r e c e n t l y 
announced that Dogecoin accounted for 10% of all transactions 
processed by the company in April.  

While some want the Dogecoin meme to disappear, crypto users in 
Turkey likely have their focuses elsewhere. The crypto exchange 

Thodex plunged into chaos as the CEO fled the country with over $2 
billion worth of investor funds. Authorities detained an additional 62 
people associated with the alleged fraud. Estimates place the number 
of impacted users close to 400,000. Worse still, the nation’s second-
largest crypto exchange, Vebitcoin, declared insolvency in late April 
and is now working with regulators to wind down operations. Coming 
on the heels of an outright crypto ban, April has proven a tough month 
for Turkey.  

More companies continue to add Bitcoin to their balance sheets. While 
Michael Saylor’s MicroStrategy was one of the first high-profile 
companies to take the plunge, Tesla’s Elon Musk quickly stole the 
spotlight. The company added a whopping $1.5 billion worth of 
Bitcoin to the company balance sheets in February 2021. Tesla’s first-
quarter filings demonstrate net proceeds of $272 million from the 
purchase. The massive financial windfall provided to one of the world’s 
most recognized companies will do much to reinforce Bitcoin as a 
store of value in the global investment landscape.

DeFi
Overall, the DeFi industry continues to grow like crazy as new liquidity 
enters the market and new projects rapidly come online. Total value 
locked (TVL) in DeFi protocols rose sharply throughout April, starting 

with $48.5 billion locked at the first of the month and topping out at 
$63 billion locked on April 28th. TVL declined markedly following the 
broader market selloff before fully recovering in the last two weeks of 

https://beincrypto.com/newegg-accepting-dogecoin-payments-via-bitpay/
https://apnews.com/article/cryptocurrency-technology-business-turkey-middle-east-cae86896f37aa0f9773eaf3418e9bb19
https://zycrypto.com/turkey-crypto-investors-suffer-another-fatal-blow-after-second-exchange-suddenly-goes-offline-with-customers-funds-locked/
https://zycrypto.com/turkey-bans-use-of-bitcoin-for-payments-but-this-could-be-backfiring/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/tesla-books-huge-profit-from-bitcoin-sale-in-q1
https://beincrypto.com/ethereum-activates-berlin-fork/
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the month. In the context of a large market correction, DeFi barely 
blinked and continued to grow.  

Automated market makers (AMMs) had a very exciting month. 
Uniswap deployed its V3 contracts to four separate Ethereum testnets 
as the industry giant announced 
a s ign i fican t bug boun t y 
associated with the launch. 
Uniswap V3 introduced fee tiers 
w h i c h w i l l d e c r e a s e t h e 
impermanent loss experienced 
by liquidity providers.   

The legacy financial system seems to be slowly warming up to DeFi. 
Trading giant eToro recently enabled trading for Uniswap and 

Chainlink on its platform. This news comes on the heels of Revolut, a 
large UK-based bank, adding Uniswap and ten additional 
cryptocurrencies to their platform. Retail demand for DeFi assets 
continues to grow as the crypto access arms race between trading 
platforms heats up.   

Finally, several new DeFi projects hit the market in April. Occam, a 
multipurpose DeFi platform that includes a launchpad, DAO, and 
more, broke ground on the Cardano network. You can read more 
about Occam in our exclusive AMA with the team on Medium. Boson 
Protocol launched on the Ethereum network as well. Leveraging NFTs 
for distributed e-commerce applications, Boson Protocol bridges the 
gap between physical commerce and digital representations within 
the transaction process. 

https://cointelegraph.com/news/uniswap-deploys-v3-contracts-to-four-ethereum-testnets
https://finbold.com/etoro-enables-uniswap-and-chainlink-trading-for-its-20-million-users/
https://finbold.com/revolut-adds-11-new-digital-assets/
https://nodeseeds.medium.com/refer-a-project-earn-nds-tokens-44740723fbdd
https://bosonprotocol.io/
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3. Nodeseeds in April

We are proud to share that Nodeseeds enjoyed a whirlwind of 
successes in April. Our website redesign ensures that our public 
profile adequately communicates the level of professionalism that 
Nodeseeds delivers to the investment landscape. This success has 
compounded in elevating Nodeseeds’ search engine rankings to 
assure maximum marketing viability. We now dominate the small family 
of keywords relating to our namesake. In addition to the website 
redesign, users can find the new Nodeseeds pitch desk on the 
website. This deck elegantly conveys to users how Nodeseeds 
differentiates itself through our passion, insights, and values.  

In case you missed it, the Nodeseeds team had a virtual AMA with the 
members of Occam. Occam is a multipurpose DeFi ecosystem built 
for the Cardano blockchain and an example of the promising 

companies in which Nodeseeds invests. In the AMA, the Occam team 
gives us a breakdown regarding the Occam launchpad, the Occam 
DAO, and how they’re working to incentivize start-ups to build on 
Cardano. You can find this AMA and information regarding other 
projects in which Nodeseeds has invested on our Medium page.  

We’d also like to remind our users that they can receive early NDS 
tokens via the Nodeseeds Referal Bounty Program. Do you know of a 
promising new DeFi project led by an outstanding team? Do you have 
a foot in the door? If so, then let’s work together. Send us an email at 
admin@nodeseeds.com with as much info as possible regarding the 
project. Should we close a deal, you’ll receive between 1 and 2% of 
the secured allocation. Additionally, we’ll save you a seat at the table 
to invest, even if you’re not a private group member.

Website Pitch Deck AMA

https://nodeseeds.medium.com/ama-occam-nodeseeds-20-04-21-7c01a94b269e
http://Nodeseeds%20Referal%20Bounty%20Program
mailto:admin@nodeseeds.com
https://nodeseeds.medium.com/ama-occam-nodeseeds-20-04-21-7c01a94b269e
https://nodeseeds.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yfI8p5vk7tEpJZ7WAnVoFOjuawDJ9VBv/view?usp=sharing
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4. Nodeseeds Token

NDS Contract: https://etherscan.io/address/0x747f564d258612ec5c4e24742c5fd4110bcbe46b 

Circulation Supply:  37,077 NDS

Total supply: 100,000 NDS

Current market cap: $7.2M

15 000 community reserved tokens locked 
for 1 year:

https://etherscan.io/tx/
0x91b6111394fff6a9ba0849eb9c4ce14ecd3dde42476a2b9568650eb16f9e04bf 

30 000 marketing + team reserved tokens 
locked for 6 months (most will be relocked):

https://etherscan.io/tx/
0xd1a77a0dd78a08c08e162940611474457fd064323df5b2fbe9ac5133d4a12a7b 

https://etherscan.io/address/0x747f564d258612ec5c4e24742c5fd4110bcbe46b
https://etherscan.io/tx/0x91b6111394fff6a9ba0849eb9c4ce14ecd3dde42476a2b9568650eb16f9e04bf
https://etherscan.io/tx/0xd1a77a0dd78a08c08e162940611474457fd064323df5b2fbe9ac5133d4a12a7b
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5. Portfolio Overview

NDS Starting Investment Capital: $110k

Trustpad: $12k

Blockbank Investment: $20k

B-cube Investment: $5k

Smartswap: $8k

NFTFY: $15k

Occam: $20k

Capital left to invest: $30k + $20k 
(recouped initial from Occam)
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Summary of new Investments this month

Total number of investment concluded 6

Total amount invested $80k

Fist profit and buy & burn estimated Q2 2021

Project Type Our Price Tokens Owned
Current Price  
(30/04/2021)

Our current 
valuation

Occam DeFi ecosystem 1.1111$ 16.37k OCC $14.4 $235.7k

Blockbank Platform 0.075$ 266,66K BBANK 0.443 $118.1k

Nftfy NFTs 0.22$ 68.18k NFTFY / / $15k

Trustpad Launchpads 0.05$ 240k TPAD / / $12k

Smartswap Cross-chain swaps 0.01$ 800k SMART / / $8k

B-cube Trading bots 0.15$ 33.33k BCUBE / / $5k

Total $393.8K
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1. Occam

Listed 14th April 2021 on Uniswap - https://www.coingecko.com/fr/pi%C3%A8ces/occamfi

OCC Contract: 0x2f109021afe75b949429fe30523ee7c0d5b27207

Our Price: $1.1111

ICO & Listing Price: $1.9

Total Supply: 100M OCC

Circulating Supply: 3.7M OCC

https://www.coingecko.com/fr/pi%C3%A8ces/occamfi
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Vesting Schedule: 10% Released at listing. 90% of the other tokens will be released monthly during 12 
months, after a 1 month-cliff. 

Recouped Initial?: Yes - $20k

Profits: /

18,000 OCC 

16,200 OCC (90%) 1,800 (10%)

1,627.2 OCC (9.04%)

172.8 OCC (0,96%)

NDS invests 20K USDT

Tokens locked Tokens unlocked

Tokens sold

Tokens remaining in wallet

30.04.2021
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As the all-in-one DeFi toolkit on Cardano, Occam enjoyed a very 
successful launch. The ICO was heavily oversubscribed and saw a 
significant amount of hype. With an ICO price of $1.90 per token, 
Nodeseeds secured a tremendous deal for our investors at $1.11. 
Upon launch, OCC tokens immediately rose 1000% in price, 
demonstrating intense interest in the project. Occam announced an 
upcoming IDO on their platform and collaboration with Changelly. The 

first project to launch on the OccamRazer platform, deFIRE, is a smart 
order routing engine for Cardano. Nodeseeds recouped our initial 
OCC investment after launch. We are in the early stages of the project, 
and the Nodeseeds team’s goal is to assure ample investment capital 
for future endeavors. Nodeseeds continues to support Occam by 
holding the majority of our purchased OCC tokens for the foreseeable 
future.
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2. Blockbank

Listed 28th April on Uniswap & Pancake swap - https://www.coingecko.com/fr/pi%C3%A8ces/blockbank

BBANK Contract: ETH & BSC: 0xf4b5470523ccd314c6b9da041076e7d79e0df267

NDS Price: $0.075

Listing Price: $0.2

Total Supply: 400M BBANK

Circulating Supply: 30M BBANK

https://www.coingecko.com/fr/pi%C3%A8ces/blockbank
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Vesting Schedule: 2 months lockup, followed by 10 months of equal vesting.

Recouped Initial?: No

Profits: /

266,666.66 BBANK

266,666.66 BBANK

NDS invests 20K USDT

Tokens locked 

30.04.2021

As an existing product on Google Play and the App Store, Blockbank 
presented a promising opportunity to Nodeseeds. Robo advisory 
services are on the rise as artificial intelligence and machine learning 
continues to evolve. Blockbank’s BBANK token allows users to interact 
with robo advisory services seamlessly using their non-custodial 
crypto wallet. At the end of April, the company launched their non-
custodial crypto wallet and hired new advisors and team members to 

assist with its launch. Blockbank’s IDO on both Paid Ignition and 
BSCPad sold out in minutes. With a public listing price of $0.20, 
Nodeseeds once again secured a massive windfall for our investors 
by locking in a token price of $0.075 – less than half the public listing 
price. After launch, BBANK tokens topped at $1.50 before 
consolidating. There exists strong support at $0.30 per token, or more 
than five times our initial investment.
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3. B-Cube - Launch expected end of May

BCUBE Contract: Not yet available

Our Price: $0.15

Listing Price: $0.2

Total Supply: 50M BCUBE

Circulating Supply: 1.6M BCUBE

Not listed yet
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Vesting Schedule: 2 months lockup, followed by 10 months of equal vesting.

Recouped Initial?: No

Profits: /

33,333.33 BCUBE

33,333.33 BCUBE

NDS invests 5K USDT

Tokens locked 

30.04.2021

B-Cube offers crypto traders access to provable profitable trading 
bots using their marketplace. The company recently accelerated its 
timetable from Q3 to Q2 2021 for launch and announced a trading bot 
launchpad. Staking rewards with B-Cube will begin in November of 

this year, and the IDO is scheduled for May 14th. Nodeseeds secured 
a significant discount for our community. The public listing price for B-
Cube tokens is $0.20, while our investors paid only $0.15 per token.
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4. Smartswap

SMART Contract: Not yet available

Our Price: $0.01

Our effective price after 90 days locked 
and staking: $0.004952

Total Supply: 1,906,145,000 SMART

Circulating Supply: 25M SMART

Not listed yet
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Vesting Schedule: 90 days locked then 100% unlocked

Recouped Initial?: No

Profits: /

800,000 SMART

800,000 SMART

NDS invests 8K USDT

Tokens locked 

30.04.2021

We are saddened to announce that at the time of writing, the 
SmartSwap team has been impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic. The 
Nodeseeds team extends our sincerest well wishes to the SmartSwap 
team as they recover from this unfortunate event. Demonstrating their 
resolve, SmartSwap still promises to continue development on an 
outstanding cross-chain compatible product with zero fees. Several 

venture capitalists have taken an interest in SmartSwap, and 
significant hype now surrounds the project. The company has 
amassed over 2000 Twitter followers in only two weeks. With a listing 
price of $0.02, Nodeseeds secured a 50% discount – our community 
will pay $0.01 per SMART token.
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5. NFTFY

NFTFY Contract: Not yet available

Our Price: $0.22

Listing Price: $0.4

Total Supply: 100M NFTFY

Circulating Supply: ~5M NFTFY

Not listed yet
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Vesting Schedule: 10% after a 36 hours cliff, then 8 monthly installments.

Recouped Initial?: No

Profits: /

68,181.81 NFTFY

68,181.81 NFTFY

NDS invests 15K USDT

Tokens locked 

30.04.2021

NFTFY is revolutionizing how the public interacts with and owns NFTs. 
By fractionalizing an NFT, the company allows anyone to own a piece 
of prolific work. Fractional NFTs also open a world of opportunities for 
alternative applications. NFTFYs CEO, Leonardo, sat down with the 
Nodeseeds team in a recent AMA to give our community greater 
insight into what the NFTFY team brings to the ecosystem.    

With a 100,000 oversubscribed IDO, the demand for NFTFY tokens is 
massive. The IDO occurs on May 5th on Poolz and is expected to 
conclude incredibly quickly. In the interest of our investors, the 
Nodeseeds team secured a preferential price of $0.22 per NFTFY 
token. Compared to the public price of $0.40 per token, this 
represents the significant advantages that Nodeseeds provides our 
investors.
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6. TrustPad

Not listed yet

TPAD Contract: Not yet available

Our Price: $0.05

Listing Price: $0.1

Total Supply: 100M TPAD

Circulating Supply at Launch: 8.75M TPAD
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Vesting Schedule: 10% at listing. 22.5% per month.

Recouped Initial?: No

Profits: /

240,000 TPAD

240,000 TPAD

NDS invests 12K USDT

Tokens locked 

30.04.2021

Trustpad allows users to raise capital on their multi-chain DeFi 
fundraising platform. Several venture capitalists, including Blocksync 
Ventures, have partnered with Trustpad in preparation for their launch.  
Interest in the project has grown significantly and shows no signs of 
slowing down. The project added over 8000 net members to their 
telegram, with most of this growth occurring over the last few days. 
Audited by QuillAudits and Certik, Trustpad has received glowing 

reviews for their contract’s security. The company announced its 
public whitelist on May 5th with 1000 slots. The ratio of open slots to 
existing interest heavily favors well-connected parties. Nodeseeds 
secured the ability to purchase TPAD tokens at launch and secured a 
preferential rate. Our investors will enjoy a TPAD price of $0.05 
compared to the public price of $0.10.
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6. Buy & burn, reinvestment, and fees

Buy & burn: 40% This month, Nodeseeds did not make any profits and buy & burn has not started yet.

Reinvested: 45% This month, Nodeseeds did not make any profits and reinvestments have not started 
yet.

Team: 15% This month, Nodeseeds did not make any profits and the team does not earn 
anything for now.
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Disclaimer

This report does not constitute investment, legal, tax or other advice 
and is supplied for information purposes only. The information, data, 
analyses, and opinions presented herein are provided as of the date 
written and are subject to change without notice. Every effort has been 
made to ensure the accuracy of the information provided, but 
Nodeseeds makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding such 
information. The information presented herein will be deemed to be 
superseded by any subsequent versions of this commentary. 
Nodeseeds shall not be responsible for any trading decisions, 
damages or losses resulting from, or related to, the information, data, 
analyses or opinions or their use. Past performance is not a guide to 

future returns. The value of assets within Nodeseeds portfolio, as well 
as the NDS tokens, may go down as well as up and token holders may 
not get back their value purchased. Reference to any specific security 
or token is not a recommendation to buy or sell that security or token. 
This document contains certain forward-looking statements. We use 
words such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “estimates”, 
“forecasts”, and similar expressions to identify forward-looking 
statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known and 
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the 
actual results to differ materially and/or substantially from any future 
results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by those 
projected in the forward-looking statements for any reason.
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https://twitter.com/nodeseeds
https://etherscan.io/token/0x747f564d258612ec5c4e24742c5fd4110bcbe46b
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLIj8byCozk
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/nodeseeds
https://nodeseeds.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M6WGWVWImwnzFYeMaxK_xcFH0tGhVSPT/view?usp=sharing
https://t.me/nodeseeds
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